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The newest addition to Barron's "All About Techniques" art series explains the fundamentals of art

theory, then proceeds to step-by-step instruction on how to create complete, highly finished

illustrations with pastels. Techniques of color blending and varying textures that are specific to

pastels are shown in detail. Clear, instructive text is supplemented with a wealth of full-color photos

that show materials, papers, and how to use them. More color illustrations show pastel compositions

in progressive stages of completion.
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Good on basic but would need a more advanced book soon. Was very good on technique for doing

skies.

Beginner in pastels and this book is fabulous. Great for anyone looking to find out more about

pastels. If you are looking for a book about pastels that also talks about how to create art that is well

balanced and has you understand colour, composition and technique I would also purchasePastel

Pointers: Top 100 Secrets for Beautiful PaintingsAnd if you are into animals, get this book also and

you will be set for a very long time, the rest is up to you to learn how to work with pastels.Painting

Animals That Touch the HeartAnd the first pastels to buy that are not that expensive to learn with



is:Faber-Castell 72 Soft Pastelthen graduate to Rembrandts and you may just stick with them for the

rest of your art life with pastels.Rembrandt Soft Pastels: Starter Set, 15 Half Pastels

This book is Wonderful! It has so much useful information that I haven't seen in any of my other

books to date! Made me want to pick up my pastels and get to work!

This is a very good beginner book for anyone interested in learning how to apply pastel.I liked the

techniques of over layering. Also color blending.

This is a great book for beginner and the more advanced as well. Its well laid out, the techniques

shown are well written and illustrated. The subject of pastel painting interests me and this book has

a great section on that. Highly recommend this book for anyone interested in pastels.

This is a great book for a young beginner, very thorough overview of the medium.

Really comprehensive book on pastels. Great for beginners!

Very Useful for a beginner. The book provides the basic elements of working with pastels. It

alsoshows you what materials you need and do's and don'ts
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